
1. EXISTING LAND

- Public space on one side, valley expansion on the other

2. EXCAVATING THE LAND

- Lowering the ground level

- Continuation of the valley and creating a public park

- Keeping the ground level empty maintaining visual connection

between the street and the park

3. ELEVATING THE CUT SLAB

- Lowering the ground level

- Continuation of the valley and creating a public park

- Keeping the ground level empty maintaining visual connection

between the street and the park

4. CONNECTING PUBLIC SPACES

- Using the elevated slab as a public space as well as a canopy for

the market beneath

- Connection the latter public space with the public garden and

mosque from one side and the park from the other

5. ADAPTING THE STRUCTURE

- Adapting the structural form of the canopy to achieve both

architectural aesthetics and a self standing system

- The upper level is kept flat for the public to walk on, the lower part

is modified

6. INSERTING FUNCTIONS INSIDE

- Benefiting from the space created from modifications of the

structure, functions (classes, workshops) are inserted into the canopy.

Starting with a

perpendicular grid on

the ground.

Tracing the north

south direction and

rotating the grid

accordingly to

maximize sun shading

and opening two big

voids to ensure good

lighting.

Extending the

structure from all

sides as bridges to

connect with the

surroundings

Moreover, the beams

are tilted according

to the sun path to

prevent summer high

sun and provide

maximum shade and

natural ventilation

Horizontal Circulation

Concrete Structure

Vertical Circulation

In-between Functions

Canopy Structure

Public Space

PROJECT LAYERS:

SHADING DIAGRAMS

The canopy, serving as a shading device, is studied according to the sun path to provide

maximum shade all year long at any time of the day. Below are examples of different times:

Summer Morning Winter NoonWinter MorningSummer AfternoonSummer Noon

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

.

7.

8.

.
9.

10.

ANTIQUTTIES MARKET CLOTHES MARKET TEXTILE MARKET VEGETABLES MARKET

Antiquities Market are flexible walls that

change into stands to show case the

products keeping visual transparency.

Clothes Market are located under the first void

so they’re covered cubicles with triangulated

roof inspired by the canopy structure

Textile Market is the negative space of the

clothes market that in transformed into walls

with plug in vitrines to display the products.

Vegetables Market are deployable structures

assembled in different ways especially during

weekly markets that expand on the steps.

Basement Floor Plan- (Market Area)

North West Elevation

Section AA’

1. Multipurpose Hall

2. Nursery

3. Outdoor exhibition

4. Outdoor theatre

5. Antiquities market

6. Clothes market

7. Textile market

8. Vegetable market

9. Animals Market

10. Storages

View inside the Antiquities Market

Entrance of the project from street

DESIGN ATTEMPT DIAGRAMS
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Functions Distribution:

Since the aim of the project is to target the

social and cultural value of the market,

functions other than the commercial

spaces are added to ensure the

interaction of people in the project. These

functions include common spaces: a

multipurpose hall, a nursery for the kids,

auctions room, food court and outdoor

exhibition spaces. Moreover, there is a

small institute that teaches local food

making to preserve the disappearing

traditions of the village.

ENTRANCE 1.

ENTRANCE 2. ENTRANCE 3. ENTRANCE 4.

ENTRANCE 5.

ENTRANCE 1.

ENTRANCE 3.

ENTRANCE 5.

APPROCHING THE PROJECT

ENTRANCE NO.1: people coming with

their cars can park in the parking

space and descend down the public

stairs that could also be used as an

amphitheater for events.

ENTRANCE NO.2/3/4: people coming

by public transportation or on foot

can enter the project either by taking

the stairs and ramps down to the

market level, or take the bridges to

the public park

ENTRANCE NO.5: pedestrians coming

from the village can take the vertical

circulations from the garden or the

mosque and take the bridges up to

the canopy.

PARKING

PLAYGROUND

RESTAURANT

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

MASS PLAN

SIDE ELEVATION

SECTION BB’

STREET VIEW OF THE PROJECT STREET VIEW OF THE PROJECT

BRIDGE BETWEEN CLASSES

TOP VIEW OF THE PROJECT

CONNECTION WITH THE SURROUNDINGS

CONNECTIING PUBLIC
SPACES: Several public
spaces are connected:

public garden from one

side, public space on the

canopy and the public

park created on the

other side.

GROUND FLOOR:

The ground floor is freed to keep the

visual transparency between the

street and the public park. Only two

bridges cross and overlook to the

market beneath. The park include a

restaurant, a playground and decks

overlooking to the river.

Vertical circulations connect different

levels together.

1.

2.

3. 4.

1. Administration 2. Auctions Room 3. Workshops 4. Classes
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